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More sophisticated than the one-dimensional images from your childhood, these dot-to-dot puzzles

take about 30 minutes each to complete, and they show you how expressive line work can create

tonal shading and depth as each section is completed. Enjoy a meditative state as you get into the

flow, increasing your hand-eye coordination, mental acuity, and concentration skills while

connecting the dots. Have fun on rainy days, complete an image as a party game, or just relax in

the moment. Each page is easily removed and displayed when you're finished, so you can show off

your handiwork. Do you have your pencil? Ready, set, connect!
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Once again Thomas Pavitte, the artist, has created a masterpiece work of art. I enjoy completing the

art but there is frustration because of the light color of some of the dots making them difficult to see

without significant magnification. I would strongly suggest darker hues for the dot colors. It would be

a real shame if a purchaser were not able to see the dots clearly, and fail to complete a real

masterpiece. Mr. Pavitte has mastered a technique of over printing that give a three dimensional

effect to his work which I applaud. I am anxious to see what his next book will contain but I hope

that darker colors will be used by his printer for the dots. I have shown some of the completed

designs to friends who cannot believe the pictures are dot to dot designs. Please keep up this

wonderful series but darken the dots.



I have excellent eye sight however, I would recommend having a magnifying glass along with a

good light source to complete each page in a timely fashion. What was received upon the first

completed page was a beautiful piece. Extremely relaxing & therapeutic in stress reduction. Unsure

if they had to actually construct the book at the time of the order; it was slow to be delivered. Five

weeks was a bit long to receive for that which was said to be in stock.

I bought this to use in the classroom with my gifted students. I have used Extreme Dot to Dots

before, and my students love them, so I wanted more. Since it was suggested with other

educational books, I assumed it was for educational purposes. This book is for individual use only,

and even at that, I could not use it without a magnifying glass and I never need reading glasses. It is

prohibited from photocopying, and due to the size of the book and alternating colors of the numbers,

it is useless for the classroom. Most of my students would not be able to read the numbers even if I

gave them the original. If you want to drive yourself crazy using a magnifying glass in your own

home, I suppose it would be just fine.

Perfect for our 8 year old son..he absolutely loved this and went through the whole book in no time!

He enjoyed doing them alone as well as with an adult (you do 100, I'll do 100...) Now he's asking for

another book!

i love these puzzles. this is very fun to do you older folks. cant see all that well, get a magnifying

glass. dont have the time. REALLY. then read a book but do not turn on that teevee. do dot to dot.

its easy on the body and your grandchildren will see you presenting an alternative to working their

thumbs with video screens. hey its fun. its a hoot . and you will enjoy it. so start

I really like the concept of these booksPros:FunRelaxingLots of dotsCons:Hard to find

numbersMissing numbers

Product is nice but the book was way too big I thought my mom could do it but being 94 years old

turns out way to hard for some one with dementia and Alzheimer's..

I love the Thomas Pavitte dot-to-dot books -- it is fun trying to figure out what the picture is going to

be and they are very relaxing to do!!
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